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Standardize 1.0
Background:The standardization of dataset means adjusting the values measured on different
scale/units to a uniform scale.The data preprocessing plays a crucial role while using the dataset
for different chemometric studies such QSAR, data mining etc. This step is very important when
dealing with parameters of different units and scales.
Formula/Equation:The standardized value of descriptor is calculated by the following equation:
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In Eq (1), Dstd is the scaled/standardized descriptor, Di is the unscaled descriptor, and Dmean and
SD are the descriptor average and standard deviation.

Input file format:This program takes a input file in CSV format.

Output file format:

How to run a program:

Disclaimer
For academic purpose only.
The program Standardize has been developed in C++ language and is validated on the known
data sets. This program is compatible with both 32- and 64-bit Windows operating system.
Please report for discrepancy of result for any other dataset. Contact us at any of the following
addresses:
Dr. Tomasz Puzyn,
NanaBRIDGESProject
Coordinator,
Faculty of Chemistry,
University of Gdansk,
Gdansk,
Poland 80-952
Email Id: puzi@qsar.eu.org

Dr. Kunal Roy,
Drug Theoretics and Cheminformatics Lab.,
Dept. of Pharmaceutical Technology,
Jadavpur University,
Kolkata, West Bengal,
INDIA-700032
Email Id: kunalroy_in@yahoo.com

Rahul BalasahebAher,
PhdResearch Scholar,
Drug Theoretics and Cheminformatics Lab.,
Dept. of Pharmaceutical Technology,
Jadavpur University,
Kolkata, West Bengal,
INDIA-700032
E-mail Id: rahulba26@gmail.com(*for any queries regarding the program)
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